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Abstract—Network Neutrality is essential for ensuring a level
playing ﬁeld for the development of new applications and services
on the Internet. Laws and rules alone might not be enough to
protect innovation, fair competition and consumer’s freedom of
choice online. The research community has the responsibility to
propose solutions that reveal discriminatory trafﬁc management
mechanisms on the Internet. We present the potential risks
of a non-neutral Internet, identify several open challenges for
designing solutions that detect trafﬁc differentiation, and propose
a model that addresses such challenges by taking advantage of
distributed systems technologies.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Network Neutrality (NN) has been discussed for more than
a decade. However, it was just in recent years that laws and
rules regarding NN began to be implemented in several places
around the globe [1]. Examples include the USA, the European
Union, Japan, and some countries in South America.
There is no precise deﬁnition for NN. However, a common
deﬁnition that can be extracted from current regulations states
that NN is the principle by which all trafﬁc on the Internet must be treated equally. Therefore, an Internet Service
Provider (ISP) cannot slow down, prioritize or block any
type of speciﬁc trafﬁc, regardless of its origin, destination
and/or content, i.e., trafﬁc differentiation (TD) practices are
not allowed [2].
ISPs may employ TD to deal with congestion, or because of
commercial agreements or even to beneﬁt their own services.
By slowing the trafﬁc of bandwidth-hungry applications, such
as video streaming or P2P ﬁle sharing, ISPs reduce congestion
in their networks, postponing the need for upgrading the
infrastructure (which is expensive) [3]. ISPs may also prioritize
the trafﬁc from providers that are willing to pay for it, the
so-called fast-lanes [1]. An ISP may even prioritize its own
services or degrade competitor’s services in order to attract
more users, and thus increasing the revenue [4].
The discrimination between different types of trafﬁc threatens innovation, fair competition and the consumer’s freedom
of choice in the Internet [5]. In a world without NN, it
would be possible for an ISP and its partners to control which
services consumers would most likely use (no real freedom of
choice) and which services would most likely succeed (unfair
competition). This control may give the big corporations the
power to greatly inﬂuence people’s online behavior and which
services they consume.
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Innovation in a non-neutral Internet can be hindered mostly
by the ISPs and the big corporations, which can afford to
have their data prioritized. Startup companies and independent
innovators might not be able to fairly compete with more
established services, since they do not have the same amount
of resources [6], [7]. Innovative services may struggle to
succeed or they may even not even see the light of day due to
poor performance including higher response times caused by
ISPs discriminating their trafﬁc. NN is essential for ensuring a
level playing ﬁeld for the development of new applications and
services on the Internet. Cloud services, Over-the-top (OTT)
services, and Internet of Things (IoT) devices and applications
are examples of such applications and services that should care
about ensuring NN in the future.
The Internet has become a critical infrastructure which
supports all kinds of businesses, from entertainment and social
interaction to ﬁnancial transactions. This only became possible
due to the open nature of the Internet: an equal opportunity
environment for innovation and freedom of expression [8]. It
is thus important to protect the Internet from becoming a tollbased highway controlled by a few.
Nevertheless, laws and rules alone might not be enough to
ensure a neutral Internet. ISPs may employ surreptitious TD
even if it is illegal, and big companies might ﬁnd loopholes
in the regulations that allow for discriminatory practices [9].
It is necessary to have effective solutions to check whether
ISPs are complying with the regulations, and even “legal”
discriminatory practices should be transparent.
In this work, we ﬁrst brieﬂy describe the worldwide NN
debate and give a strong motivation for the importance of
ensuring NN. We then identify several open challenges for
designing solutions that increase the transparency on TD
practices, and propose a model which takes advantage of
the technologies and infrastructure of current and future distributed systems in order to address such challenges.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section II
presents an overview of the different parties interested in
the NN context. In Section III, we describe the risks of a
non-neutral Internet. We identify several open challenges for
detecting TD in Section IV, followed by the proposed model
in Section V. We conclude the paper in Section VI.
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II. ACTORS
The context around the NN worldwide debate [10] includes
several different interested parties or stakeholders. We call
them actors, each having its own interests and expectations
regarding the outcome of the debate. Figure 1 gives a highlevel overview of these actors, how they interact and whether
they are in favor or against NN.
ISPs provide access to the Internet to individuals and
organizations. They are usually against NN since it prevents
them from freely managing the trafﬁc on their networks. Some
ISPs argue that in order to support the fast growing trafﬁc
on the Internet, it is necessary to maximize their revenue for
further expanding the infrastructure. To achieve such extra
revenue, ISPs may employ discriminatory practices such as
fast-lanes, charging extra fees from heavy trafﬁc producers,
or prioritizing their own services to attract more consumers.
Therefore, ISPs expect that their businesses continue to be
viable in the future, so they can keep expanding their network
to accommodate the growing trafﬁc on the Internet.
Consumers are the end-users that access various types of
content and services offered through the Internet. They pay
to the ISPs to have access to the network and thus expect
to receive from them exactly the service they are paying
for. Furthermore, consumers expect being able to access any
content or service they choose without any interference from
ISPs. Therefore, they are in favor of NN since it protects their
freedom of choice.
We call content/service providers any entity that provides
services or content through the Internet. Examples include
OTT content providers (such as video and audio streaming)
and Cloud services. Similarly to consumers, they pay ISPs in
order to have access to the network. Content/service providers
expect ISPs to just transport data packets as fast as possible,
with no prioritization or any interference on their trafﬁc.
Moreover, they expect there will not be any extra fees for
ensuring that their trafﬁc is not going to be degraded in
any situation, since they are already paying for access to the
network. Therefore, most content/service providers are in favor
of NN. However, some of them may be owned by ISPs or big
corporations, which may have their own interests not always
aligned with the NN principle. For instance, a big corporation
might want to have their services prioritized in order to attract
more consumers.
Innovators are individuals or startup companies creating
new Internet-based devices, applications and services which
will compete with established content/service providers. Innovators expect to be able to fairly compete without the need for
special treatment from ISPs. Innovators are thus in favor of
NN, since it guarantees they will be able to compete in equal
conditions, at least regarding the access to the network and
trafﬁc management policies.
Regulators consist of governments, regulatory authorities,
lawmakers and law enforcement agencies. They create and
enforce laws and rules regarding the Internet, expecting to
ensure the interests of all actors. Several aspects should be

considered by regulators for conceiving future-proof laws and
rules regarding NN, such as: fair competition between both
existing and new applications and services; Future Internet
requirements; fostering innovation; consumers’ freedom of
choice; consumers’ rights; and expanding the Internet infrastructure. Aware of all these aspects, researchers have
the responsibility to propose solutions that help regulators to
ensure a neutral Internet.
Big corporations, ISPs and some content/service providers
are part of what we call the corporate-industrial complex.
This group of big and inﬂuential companies and individuals
often want to have control over the market and its consumers.
They inﬂuence regulators, expecting laws and regulations to
favor their own interests.
III. T HE RISKS FOR THE FUTURE
A possible picture of a non-neutral Internet does not look
nice. First, ISPs would be able to charge consumers differently
depending on which type of content they want to access.
For instance, if the consumer wants video streaming, they
should pay for the extra “video streaming” package, otherwise they will have this type of service degraded or even
blocked. Alternatively, a consumer might just use the video
streaming service from his/her own ISP, which would be free
of extra charges. ISPs would be also able to sell fast-lanes
or charge content/service providers in order to not degrade
their trafﬁc. Content/service providers which cannot afford
those fees would not be able to compete with the others.
Moreover, consumers could be given faster and/or cheaper
access to speciﬁc services from ISPs that are partners of the
service providers. In the context of IoT, an ISP could argue
that their network is better suited or more secure for IoT
trafﬁc, employing discriminatory practices in order to hinder
competitors or to prioritize trafﬁc from speciﬁc device vendors.
It is important to understand that this scenario can become
reality if NN is not ensured. As the network trafﬁc increases,
ISPs become more likely to adopt discriminatory policies
in order to reduce the pressure on their infrastructure or
to increase their revenue [5]. Similarly, as the amount of
consumers on the Internet grows, the big corporations and well
established content/service providers might want to get special
treatment in the network in order to capture more consumers
or to keep those they already have. In order to further elucidate
these behaviors, some real cases are described below.
Between 2007 and 2008, several ISPs from the USA and
Canada started degrading trafﬁc generated by P2P applications
(such as BitTorrent and Gnutella) [3]. They employed techniques for limiting the amount of bandwidth used by these
applications. Moreover, it was observed in 2014 that Netﬂix
performance was being degraded by two major ISPs in the
USA [11]. The reason for ISPs to slow such bandwidthhungry services is to reduce the amount of trafﬁc in their
networks, thus reducing the probability of congestion. Using
this strategy, ISPs need less investments in their infrastructure,
which would have otherwise to be expanded more often in
order to support the much larger trafﬁc.
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Figure 1. Overview of actors in the NN context.

In 2013, Facebook launched a program called Internet.org,
which was later renamed as Free Basics. Free Basics aims at
providing free access to “basic” Internet services to people
who can’t afford to have proper Internet access [12], i.e., it
gives poor people in developing countries free access to a
set of services selected by Facebook. However, if they want
to access content outside what Facebook considers “basic”,
they have to pay. Despite their “humanitarian” speech, one
can argue that the real interest of Facebook and its partners in
Free Basics seems to be all about fueling their business model.
It gives them millions of new consumers who will most likely
not switch to competitors, since this means changing from a
free service to a paid service.

had more consumer-friendly policies”. Therefore, Netﬂix, a
leading proponent of NN, was prioritizing a few ISPs which
have policies more aligned to its interests. While this is not
against any current NN law or regulation, it certainly shows
that not only ISPs can make use of discriminatory practices
in order to gain a questionable control of the market.
These examples show market strategies that can pose a huge
threat to innovation, fair competition and consumers’ freedom
of choice. If NN is not ensured, then corporate-industrial
forces will have the power to control what consumers will buy
and from whom. Innovative services could just disappear or
not even see the light of day. Discriminatory practices could be
employed to reﬂect corporate alliances or commercial/political
agreements, favoring selected companies or even inﬂuencing
people to vote on certain candidates. Note that there is a
thin line between these issues and censorship [15]: inﬂuencing
people by favoring one side is not so different from blocking
the other. The Internet would cease to be an equal opportunity
environment for innovation and freedom of expression.

In February 2016, Free Basics and all other zero-rating
practices were prohibited in India, due to violations of NN
laws, since they prioritize a selected set of services. Zerorating consists in giving free access to selected services [13].
It is a common practice among mobile carriers, which allow
access to popular online services (such as social networks)
without accounting for them on monthly data caps.

Regulators are creating laws and rules implementing NN
all around the world [1]. However, this might not be enough
to ensure NN. Even being illegal, those interested in a nonneutral Internet may still employ discriminatory practices,
or even do it legally through loopholes on the regulations
[9]. Furthermore, regulators themselves are also subject to
corporate-industrial inﬂuences.

In March 2016, Netﬂix admitted limiting the bandwidth of
its own video streaming to consumers of most mobile carriers
across the world [14]. According to Netﬂix, the reason for
this is “to protect users from exceeding data caps”. However,
this practice was not employed for consumers of at least 2
ISPs in the USA, since “historically those two companies have
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IV. O PEN CHALLENGES
The debate regarding NN [10] has mainly focused on
political, economical, social, ethical, and legal aspects so far.
Technical issues, such as how to detect TD, have been underexplored in the past decade. Since regulations by themselves
are not enough, ensuring a neutral Internet may well depend on
further exploring technical issues. The research community has
the responsibility to propose new solutions to help regulators,
consumers and innovators be aware of what is happening in
the network.
Regardless of being legal or not, we argue that TD practices
should be transparent. In order to achieve such transparency,
solutions for detecting TD are necessary. For instance, these
solutions may help regulators to enforce their laws, and consumers to be more aware about the services provided by their
ISPs and whether or not they want to switch to a competitor.
Innovators may be able to tweak their new applications and
services based on how their trafﬁc is being treated.
Since the last decade some proposals for TD detection
have been published [16]–[24]. These proposals are based
on network measurements and statistical inference. They take
measurements from one or several hosts and for different types
of trafﬁc. The obtained measurements are compared in order to
infer whether there is a signiﬁcant discrepancy among different
sets of measurements. Good statistical models are necessary in
order to distinguish variations caused by TD from those caused
by other phenomena such as congestion or load balancing –
the confounds. However, there are still several open challenges
for designing more capable and future-proof solutions. We
identify below several of these challenges.
Further investigations on metrics and measurement strategies are necessary. Most existing solutions cannot infer which
ISP is practicing TD. Those solutions that address this issue
rely on TTL-based probes – which are not universally supported by routers – or require prior knowledge of the network
topology. Furthermore, most current measurement strategies
result in high network overhead, since they generate a large
amount of trafﬁc in order to saturate the network and force TD
to occur. Another issue is that several existing solutions require
control of all the end-hosts involved in the measurement,
which might not be a realistic assumption.
Very few existing solutions address TD in mobile networks,
in which different confounds and constraints are present. Measurements in mobile networks may be affect by ﬂuctuations in
channel quality or mobility, for example. It is also not feasible
to perform measurements which generate large amounts of
trafﬁc, since mobile devices are usually subject to data caps.
The presence of TD and how it affects the trafﬁc may
change over time or depend on network conditions. An ISP
might employ TD only on periods of the day during which the
network is under heavy usage, for example, or change which
TD mechanism to employ depending on the user location.
Existing solutions are not designed to detect such dynamic
behaviors, since they usually consist of one-shot analysis,

thus can only detect TD being employed at the time of their
execution.
Another challenge is to make any Internet-based application, service or device aware of whether its trafﬁc is being
discriminated. There is no proposal currently that enables an
arbitrary application to monitor how their trafﬁc is performing
compared to others without having to implement TD detection
on their own. Such feature would allow applications not only
to beneﬁt from this type of monitoring but also to contribute
increasing the precision of the system.
The Internet infrastructure and TD mechanisms employed
by ISPs are ever-changing. The design of TD detection solutions should be extensible, enabling them to keep up with
network evolution. However, existing solutions are designed
assuming a set of network features, as well as speciﬁc TD
mechanisms and a set of applications that may be discriminated.
V. NN

MONITORING MODEL

We propose a NN monitoring model, shown in Figure 2,
which addresses the technical challenges presented above and
also enables innovators and consumers to beneﬁt from and
contribute to the system. The model allows any kind of device
(mobile or wired) or third-party applications to join the system,
contributing with measurements and/or checking how their
trafﬁc is being treated.
The idea is to continuously monitor measurements obtained by a plethora of agents (crowdsensing) in a hybrid
active/passive approach, while making all acquired data available in an Open Data paradigm for further analysis by the
system itself or by any third party system. This strategy
takes advantage of several features of distributed systems, thus
enabling such systems to incorporate the proposed model. We
argue that the NN-related issues discussed in this paper should
be taken into account when designing distributed systems or
any other Internet-based application.
The authors of [25] advocate the use of a similar approach
to build a “citizen observatory” of NN in the context of mobile
Internet. In this paper, we build on that idea targeting a NN
monitoring system that can gather data from any kind of source
(not only mobile devices) for better assessing the behavior of
the network. Furthermore, we also propose an actual model
and possible directions for implementing such ideas in a real
system. To the best of our knowledge, there is no solution
currently that employs hybrid active/passive measurements and
crowdsensing for detecting TD.
We describe the proposed model in Subsection V-A. In
Subsection V-B we give a discussion of the model, followed
by some possible implementation scenarios in Subsection
V-C. Finally, we present the challenges for implementing the
proposed model in Subsection V-D.
A. The Model: How It Works
The model is divided in four components, as shown in
Figure 2: measurement agents, continuous monitoring, storage,
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Figure 2. NN monitoring model.

can be promptly requested to the corresponding agents for
further investigating the suspicious case. Furthermore, there
can also be measurement campaigns, in which active measurements are issued regardless of suspicions, conﬁguring a
more proactive approach instead of just reacting to potential
cases of TD.
All data (measurements, confounds and inferences) should
be anonymized and stored in a database. This database should
be publicly accessible through an Open Data API. Furthermore, data should be distributed and replicated, in order to
both increase its availability and protect it from any potential
attack coming from those that might be compromised by the
information. From the obtained data, the system can make
more detailed and complex analyses. Participating applications
and devices may beneﬁt from these analyses at runtime,
changing their behavior depending on how their trafﬁc is
being treated, for example. It is also possible for third parties
to access the data and make their own use of it, expanding
the capabilities of the model. Examples of analyses that may
be performed include: warnings regarding NN violations; a
“neutrality index”, which indicates how neutral each ISP is;
historical behavior of different ISPs or applications; and data
mining, which can identify patterns regarding the deployment
of trafﬁc management techniques.

and data analyses. Each component has a speciﬁc purpose,
described below.
The measurement agents can be embedded in virtually
any device capable of making and reporting measurements.
Examples include smartphones, tablets, personal computers,
IoT sensors, middlewares, Cloud services or any other thirdparty application. During the normal operation of such devices
or applications, the agents make passive measurements of
the trafﬁc and collect confounds. They may also perform
active measurements when requested. Examples of trafﬁcrelated metrics are delay, loss rate, and bandwidth. Confounds
are the factors that may affect the measurements (other than
TD) and/or help characterizing them – such as location, type
of network (mobile or wired), ISP, application protocol, and
time of day.
Different agents may have different sensing capabilities, due
to differences in hardware or operating system features. If a
measurement agent is embedded in a third-party application,
for example, it may be able to report only measurements
regarding the trafﬁc of the application itself, since the application might not have enough permissions to measure all
trafﬁc that goes through the device on top of which it is
running. On the other hand, if an agent is running in a personal
computer with enough privileges, it may be able to make
passive measurements regarding all the trafﬁc in the device.
As measurements and confounds are reported by agents,
they are aggregated and real-time TD inference is performed.
If a potential presence of TD is detected, active measurements

B. Discussion: Thoughts on the Model
The crowdsensing approach takes advantage of the large
amount of devices already deployed in the wild. The model
also allows for any third-party application or service to beneﬁt
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from the TD inference provided by the system without having
to implement it. It is similar to a service-oriented approach, in
which any agent can make use of the “TD inference service”.
Moreover, the data each agent contributes is used to improve
the overall effectiveness of the system for all participants. This
aggregation of measurements from multiple vantage points
may help not only detecting TD, but also identifying which ISP
is employing it. Furthermore, this approach does not require
control of end-hosts, since edge-devices and applications are
external entities contributing willingly to the system.
The hybrid active/passive measurement strategy has a much
lower overhead when compared to purely active strategies. By
passively capturing measurements, it is possible to detect when
TD might be occurring and then trigger active measurements.
Thus there is no need for generating a large amount of artiﬁcial
trafﬁc in order to saturate the network before taking measurements. Continuous monitoring also enables the detection of
dynamic behaviors – such as an ISP employing TD only on
speciﬁc periods of the day. The historical data obtained allows
for deeper analyses regarding trafﬁc management policies and
TD patterns.
The proposed model makes no assumption regarding the
network, TD mechanisms, applications being discriminated,
or characteristics of the participating devices and applications.
The measurement agents may be embedded in anything, such
as edge-devices or even another system, which may be connected to any type of network (mobile or wired). This agnostic
approach makes the model more future-proof to the evolution
of the networks, devices and protocols. Speciﬁc characteristics
of the agents and the network are reﬂected by the confounds
during aggregation and real-time inference, and later analyses
may also be performed considering such speciﬁc properties.
By adopting the Open Data paradigm, this model not only
helps ensuring innovation by monitoring NN compliance, but
also creates new possibilities on its own for new innovative
solutions. Third parties can create applications and services
that make unforeseen uses of the data obtained by the system.
Therefore, the crowdsensing approach allied with Open Data
enables any consumer and/or innovator to contribute with a
more transparent and innovative Internet.
C. Implementation: Possible Scenarios
A scenario for implementing the proposed NN monitoring
model is the Smart City. A Smart City can take advantage of
its infrastructure to provide its citizens and other stakeholders
a NN monitoring service. Citizens would be more aware of
trafﬁc management practices employed by ISPs, empowering
them to demand their rights as consumers. This transparency
may also enable other stakeholders, such as public authorities,
to make more informed decisions or even take law enforcement actions. A possible implementation of the proposed
model in this scenario is embedding it as part of the Smart
City middleware. In this approach, the measurements can be
collected as sensors and other Smart City devices communicate
through the middleware.

Another possibility is to deploy measurement agents on
large-scale testbeds, such as PlanetLab, and/or on measurement platforms, such as M-Lab. Devices in these platforms
normally generate a large amount of trafﬁc, making them a
proliﬁc environment for making measurements. This would
allow for a deeper study of trafﬁc management policies
around the globe. These platforms also provide a real-world
environment for evaluating the proposed model. Furthermore,
there are several platforms with different properties, such as
sensor networks and mobile testbeds, forming a diverse set of
networks and devices.
D. Implementation challenges
The proposed model addresses several open challenges
regarding the TD detection problem. However, implementing
it comes with a whole new set of challenges. We identify
several open issues for implementing the proposed model and
also provide some possible directions.
The main implementation challenge is arguably how to aggregate all the measurements from different sources and compare them to make NN-related inferences. Different sources
may have different confounds and thus their measurements
might not be comparable. Therefore, a good statistical model
should be employed to properly adjust for confounds, achieving a more reliable inference [21]. For instance, comparing
measurements from a smartphone (connected to a mobile
network) with measurements from a personal computer (connected to a broadband network) might not be a good approach.
Measurements in a mobile network can be affected by several
different phenomena from those in a broadband network, such
as ﬂuctuations in channel quality and mobility.
The proposed model depends on devices and applications
voluntarily joining the system, in a community sensing approach. Creating incentives and favorable conditions for the
massive adoption of the system is certainly a big challenge
for deploying the proposed model in the wild [25]. Consumers
might need motivations for installing a monitoring application
on their devices, for example. Easy to use software frameworks, libraries and APIs might help increasing the adoption of
the system in applications and services. Another issue that may
be of concern is privacy. Sensible data may be collected, such
as location of devices and speciﬁc applications being used,
which can be intimidating. Ensuring proper anonymization of
the data is thus particularly important.
The hybrid measurement approach also poses a new challenge: deciding when and on which agents active measurements should be performed. Active measurements could be
required immediately after a TD suspicion is detected, or
when the involved agents are available or devices are idle.
It is even possible to schedule measurement campaigns.
Several potential constraints on the agents must be taken
into account. Mobile devices, for example, have energy and
processing limitations, and due to mobility and wireless signal
reception issues might not always be available. Moreover,
mobile devices are usually subject to data caps, thus active
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measurements should not generate too much trafﬁc in such
devices.
Real-time inference as proposed in the model presents a
couple of challenges that must be addressed as well. Realtime inference consists basically of statistical analyses of
measurement distributions. While these analyses might not
be a problem in terms of computational complexity, they
may became a problem when it comes to scalability. All
measurements received should be dealt with relatively fast,
since longer delays may cause active measurements to be
triggered too late, when TD might be no longer occurring.
Furthermore, there will be potentially a huge amount of agents
continuously reporting measurements. Add the fact that the
real-time inference will not be based only on the measurements
just received, but also on previous collected/inferred data.
Stream processing technologies and/or distributed approaches
are possible directions to address this scalability issue.
Finally, deﬁning which later analyses should be performed
with the acquired data is also an open issue. It may require a
deeper understanding of the economical, social and political
aspects involved in the NN context. Further investigation is
thus necessary to assess what is possible to achieve with the
data available and what is truly relevant.
VI. C ONCLUSION
Ensuring NN goes beyond just regulating ISPs. It is necessary to have tools for checking the compliance of ISPs and
other corporate-industrial forces according to the regulations.
Even in a non-regulated environment, transparency is important and can lead to a more competitive market.
Nevertheless, detecting discriminatory practices is a nontrivial task. There are still several open challenges that must
be addressed by the research community. The model presented
in this paper is a ﬁrst step towards a more capable and
future-proof solution that takes advantage of other emerging technologies. Further investigation in multiple topics is
still necessary. Statistical models, streaming analytics, data
anonymization, scalability, data mining, just to name a few.
We are in a critical moment and a joint effort of researchers
from different areas is important for securing the Internet as
an open and innovative environment.
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